
Review for the Unit D – Sali version of this test 
 
Asexual reproduction 

 Does NOT involve sex cells (no sperm or egg) 

 Can happen when an animal is cut or divides into two or more new organisms or is 
cloned 

 Offspring are identical to their one and only parent – unless there has been a 
mutation 

 Both single celled and some multi-celled organisms can reproduce this way 
  
Sexual reproduction 

 Offspring are produced when male sex cell (sperm, pollen) and egg are united 

 Offspring received half of its material from each parent 

 Both plants and animals (multicellular organisms) can reproduce this way 

 Offspring have some traits from each parent – are never identical to parents 

 Punnett squares can be used to show crosses from sexual reproduction 

 Produces 2 copies of each chromosome (one from each parent) 
  
Traits 

 One affects traits (genes, environment) 

 Dominant traits are shown with capital letters, recessive with lower case letters 

 A dominant with a recessive means that the dominant trait will be shown   

 Be able to complete a Punnett Square 

 Using a Punnett Square, be able to predict the probability of a trait in a ratio 

 If both parents are a carrier for a trait, the offspring have a 25% chance of getting the 
trait 

 
Genetic disorders / diseases 

 Caused by genes 

 Can be studied through pedigrees 

 Can be studied by examining human DNA (Human genome project) 

 Know some trade-offs to having genetic testing done 
 
Miscellaneous 

 Know the organization, from largest to smallest of these structures: Cells, 
chromosomes, DNA (the actual letters), genes 

 Know what DNA fingerprinting is and what it can be used for? 

 Be able to read a pedigree and interpret the data (dominant, recessive, carriers) 

 Know that Mendel was one of the first to study patterns of heredity scientifically 

 Know that genetic material is located in the nucleus (an exception is bacteria – no 
nucleus) 

 Know that when scientists study genetics using organisms, they must use organisms 
that quickly reproduce many generations in a short time. 


